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Introduction

• Bronchogenic carcinoma, (or frequently

known as lung cancer) is the most common

cause of cancer in men, and the 6th most

frequent cancer in women worldwide. It is the

leading cause of cancer mortality worldwide in

both men and women and accounts for

approximately 20% of all cancer deaths.



Definition

• Lung cancer usually starts in the lining of the

bronchi, but can also begin in other areas of

the respiratory system, including the trachea,

bronchioles, or alveoli.



Epidemiology.

• The major risk factor is cigarette smoking

which is implicated in 90% of cases. Other risk

factors include radon, asbestos, uranium,

arsenic, chromium, COPD and lung fibrosis.



Classification

I) According to anatomy:

1)Central lung cancer, mostly is squamous cell

carcinoma and small cell carcinoma.

2)Peripheral lung cancer, mostly is

adenocarcinoma and large cell carcinoma.



II)According to histologic classification:

1) Small cell lung cancer(SCLC) 20%

2 ) Non-small cell lung cancer(NSCLC)

includes ;

a) Adenocarcinoma 30-40%

b) Squamous cell carcinoma 30-40%

c) Large cell Undifferentiated carcinoma 10%



Non–Small Cell Lung Carcinoma

• Squamous Cell Carcinoma

• They typically occur in central bronchi and frequently
manifest as post-obstructive pneumonia or atelectasis.

• Approximately one third of squamous cell carcinomas
occur beyond the segmental bronchi and usually range
in size from 1 to 10 cm.

• Squamous cell carcinomas are more likely to cavitate
than the other histologic cell types of lung cancer.

• Cavitation is typically eccentric, with thick, irregular
walls, although thin walls may occur in rare
circumstances. Most squamous cell carcinomas grow
slowly, and extra-thoracic metastases tend to occur late.



Fig. 2
Fig. 1

In figure 1.Endobronchial mass (M) that occludes the left upper lobe bronchus and causes 

complete atelectasis of the left upper lobe. Note the enlarged subcarinal metastatic node 

(asterisk).

In figure 2. Pleural base mass with necrotic area within it in the right lower lobe and 

infrahilar adenopathy (arrow). 



Cavitation is typically eccentric, with thick, irregular walls 

in squamous cell carcinoma



Adenocarcinoma

• Adenocarcinomas typically manifest as
peripheral, solitary pulmonary nodules.

• The nodules were typically having soft tissue
attenuation and an irregular or spiculated margin
as a result of parenchymal invasion and an
associated fibrotic response.

• However, with the increased use of CT and
recent interest in screening for lung cancer,
adenocarcinomas with purely ground-glass,
purely solid, or mixed (ground-glass and solid)
attenuation are being detected more often.



CT scan shows a nodule in the right upper lobe (arrow) with spiculated margin.

It is typical picture of adenocarcinoma of lung. Note the diffuse centrilobular

emphysemain in right lobe of lung.



CT images of two different patient obtained during screening of lung ca patient 

show central mass with surrounding GGO in right upper lobe. 



Lymphangitic carcinomatosis

• Although uncommon at presentation, occurs
more frequently with adenocarcinoma and
typically manifest as thickening of interlobular
septa or multiple small pulmonary nodules.

• Intrathoracic metastases to hilar and
mediastinal nodes are present in 18% to 40%
and 2% to 27% of patients, respectively, and
they tend to occur more often with more
centrally locate adenocarcinomas



Adenocarcinoma of the lung manifesting as lymphangitic carcinomatosis. A
and B, Thin-section CT scans show thickening of the bronchial walls and 
interlobular septa (arrowheads) in the left lung. Nodularity of the septa is 
suggestive of malignancy.



Bronchoalveolar carcinoma

• This is regarded as a subtype of adenocarcinoma
and represents 2–10% of all primary lung cancers.

• Bubble-like areas of low attenuation within the
mass are characteristic finding on CT.

• Unlike adenocarcinoma hilar and mediastinal
lymphadenopathy is uncommon.

• Persistent peripheral consolidation with
associated nodules in the same lobe or in other
lobes should raise the possibility of
bronchoalveolar carcinoma



CT scan shows a well-

marginated ground-glass

opacity in the left upper lobe

(arrow).



Axial CT scan shows small pulmonary

nodules and ground-glass opacities.

Cavitatary nodules with central areas of

cavitation are occasionally referred to as the

“Cheerio” sign.

Axial CT scan shows right lower lobe

consolidation with ground-glass

opacities.



Large Cell Carcinoma

• The incidence of large cell carcinoma is 10% to

20% of all lung cancers.

• Most are peripheral in location, poorly marginated

masses greater than 7 cm in diameter.

• Although growth is typically rapid, cavitation is

uncommon.

• Hilar and mediastinal adenopathy occurs in up to

one third of patients at presentation, and early

extrathoracic metastases are common



CT scan shows a well-circumscribed mass with eccentric cavitation.

Note the non-enlarged paratracheal and left lower paratracheal lymph

nodes (arrowheads)



Small Cell Lung Carcinoma

• SCLCs account for 15% to 20% of all lung
cancers.

• The primary tumor is typically small, central in
location, and associated with marked hilar and
mediastinal adenopathy and distant metastases to
liver, bone marrow, adrenals, and brain.

• Pleural effusions occur in 5% to 40% of patients.

• Approximately 5% of SCLCs manifest as small,
peripheral, solitary pulmonary nodules without
intrathoracic adenopathy, disseminated
extrathoracic disease, or pleural effusions.



CT scans show marked right hilar and 
subcarinal adenopathy

Multiple small primary nodules(arrow ) are 
seen in the right upper lobe.



Staging of Non-small cell lung cancer

(NSCLC) 

• Because treatment and prognosis depend on the
anatomic extent of NSCLC at initial presentation,
accurate assessment is important. Cancer is used to
describe the extent of NSCLC in terms of the primary
tumor (T status), lymph nodes (N status), and
metastases (M status).

• The TNM descriptors can be determined clinically
(history, physical examination, radiologic imaging) or
by pathologic analysis of samples obtained by biopsy or
surgery. In general, the clinical stage underestimates the
extent of disease when compared with the pathologic
stage.



TNM system

• Primary tumour (T)

• Tx: Malignant cells on cytology but no tumour
found on bronchoscopy or imaging.

• Tis: carcinoma in situ

• T1: Tumour size equal or less than 3cm not 
involving the main bronchus

○ T1a: smaller than 2 cm in longest dimension

○ T1b: larger than 2 cm but smaller or equal 
to 3         cm



Stage T1 tumors

(≤2 cm) T1a                                        (>2cm but < 3cm)noduleT1b



• T2: Tumour size more than 3cm but less/equal to 
7cm or

• Involving the main bronchus but >2 cm from 
carina

• Visceral pleural involvement

• Lobar atelectasis extending to the hilum but not 
collapse of the entire lung

• T2a: larger than 3 cm but smaller than 5 cm

• T2b: larger than 5 cm but smaller than 7 cm



Stage T2 tumors

(a) Chest CT scan obtained in two different patient shows a mass in the right

lung (arrow) measuring 4.8 cm, a finding that is consistent with a stage T2a

tumor (>3 cm but ≤5 cm).

(b) Coronal chest CT scan obtained in a another patient shows a nodule in the

bronchus intermedius (arrow). The nodule is 4 cm from the carina (an

endobronchial lesion > 2 cm from the carina is considered stage T2)

(a)                                                                                            (b)



• T3

• Tumour size more than 7 cm or

• tumour <2 cm from carina but not involving 
trachea or carina

• Involvement of the chest wall, including pancoast
tumour, diaphragm, phrenic nerve,mediastinal
pleura or parietal pericardium.

• Separate tumour nodule(s) in the same lobe

• Atelectasis or post obstructive pneumonitis of

entire lung



Stage T3 tumors

(a) Chest CT scan shows an irregular mass in the left upper lobe with suspicious

local extension to the mediastinal pleura (arrow).

(b) Chest CT scan obtained in a different patient shows an endobronchial mass

(arrow) less than 2 cm from the carina.

(c) Chest CT scan obtained in a third patient shows a left lower lobe mass over 7

cm in diameter (arrow).

(a)                                                 (b)                                          (c) 



Stage T3 tumors

Chest CT scan 

shows a primary 

mass(arrow) 

with satellite 

nodules 

(arrowheads) in 

the right lower 

lobe.



• T4

• any size tumour with:

• involvement of the trachea, oesophagus, 

recurrent laryngeal nerve, vertebra, great 

vessels or heart

• separate tumour nodules in the same lung but 

not in the same lobe



Stage T4 tumors

Chest CT scan shows a

right upper lobe mass

(arrow) with

mediastinal and carinal

invasion, ipsilateral

loculated pleural

effusion, and

thickening and

enhancement of the

pleura.



Stage T4 tumors

Chest CT scan shows a primary

lung tumor in the right upper lobe

(long arrow) with a smaller

separate nodule in the right lower

lobe (short arrow).



Nodal status (N)

• Nx: regional nodes cannot be assessed

• N0: no regional nodal metastases

• N1: ipsilateral peribronchial, hilar or 

intrapulmonary nodes, including direct invasion

• N2: ipsilateral mediastinal or subcarinal nodes

• N3: contralateral nodal involvement ;

ipsilateral or contralateral scalene or

supraclavicular nodal involvement



Nodal staging



Stage N1 lymph nodes

(a) Chest CT scan obtained in a patient with right-sided lung cancer shows an

enlarged right hilar lymph node (level 10) (arrow) measuring 15 mm in the short axis.

(b) Chest CT scan obtained in a different patient shows a left lower lobe mass and an

ipsilateral enlarged interlobar lymph node (level 11) (arrow) measuring 11 mm in the

short axis

(a)                                                                      (b)



Stage N2 lymph nodes

(a) Chest CT scan shows an enlarged (1.6-cm) right upper paratracheal lymph node

(level 2) (arrowhead).

(b) Chest CT scan obtained in a different patient shows an enlarged (1.5-cm) right

lower paratracheal lymph node (level 4) (arrowhead).

(c) Chest CT scan obtained in a third patient shows a right lower lobe mass (white

arrow) with an enlarged (1.6-cm) subcarinal lymph node (level 7) (black arrow )

(a)                                           (b)                                                     (c) 



Stage N3 lymph nodes

Chest CT scan shows

enlarged bilateral

supraclavicular lymph

nodes

(arrows).



Distant metastasis (M)

• Mx: distant metastases cannot be assessed

• M0: no distant metastases

• M1: distant metastases present

• M1a: presence of a malignant pleural or 

pericardial effusion, pleural dissemination, or 

pericardial disease, and metastasis in opposite 

lung

• M1b: extrathoracic metastases



Metastatic lesion in K/C/O ca lung  

(a) Axial contrast enhanced T1-weighted MR image of the brain obtained in a patient

with known primary lung cancer shows a ring-enhancing lesion with surrounding

edema in the right occipital region.

(b) Abdominal CT scan obtained in a different patient shows multiple enhancing

hepatic mets (arrows) and a right adrenal mets (arrowhead)

(a)                                                                         (b)



Nut cell of TNM staging



Stage Grouping: Tumor-Node-
Metastases (TNM) Subsets



AJCC staging system

• stage 0

TNM equivalent T is: carcinoma in stiu

resectable: yes

• stage I

TNM equivalent: T1 or T2, N0, M0

resectable: yes

5 year survival: 47%

• stage IIa

TNM equivalent: T1, N1, M0

resectable: yes

• stage IIb

TNM equivalent: T2, N1, M0 or T3, N0, M0

resectable: yes

5 year survival: 26%

• stage IIIa

TNM equivalent: T1 or 2, N2, M0 or T3, 
N1 or 2, M0

resectable: yes

--------------- accepted cut off between 
resectable and non resectable ----------

• stage IIIb

TNM equivalent: T1, 2 or 3, N3, M0 or 
T4, N0, 1, 2 or 3, M0

resectable: no

5 year survival: 8%

• stage IV

TNM equivalent: any T, any N with M1

resectable: no

5 year survival: 2%



Staging of Small Cell Lung Carcinoma

• SCLC is generally staged according to the Veterans Administration Lung Cancer
Study Group recommendations as limited disease (LD) or extensive disease (ED).

• In LD, tumor is confined to a hemithorax and the regional lymph nodes. Unlike the
TNM classification for NSCLC, metastases to the ipsilateral supraclavicular,
contralateral supraclavicular, and mediastinal lymph nodes are considered local
disease.

• ED includes tumor with noncontiguous metastases to the contralateral lung and
distant metastases. Most patients with SCLC have ED at presentation.

• Common sites of metastatic disease include the liver, bone, bone marrow, brain, and
retroperitoneal lymph nodes.

• Although there is no consensus regarding the imaging and invasive procedures that
should be performed in the staging of patients with SCLC, MRI has been advocated
to assess the liver, adrenals, brain, and axial skeleton in a single study.

• Whole-body PET imaging may be a more accurate means of staging patients with 
SCLC



Small cell lung cancer with disseminated metastases at presentation.

A, Posteroanterior chest radiograph shows a lobular 3-cm right upper lobe nodule (arrow)

and hilar adenopathy (arrowhead).

B, CT scan shows a left adrenal metastasis (arrow).

C, Axial contrast-enhanced cranial MR image shows an enhancing cerebellar metastasis 

(arrow).




